Overview of the Pathogenesis of ANCA-Associated Vasculitis
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Abstract

Background: Antineutrophil cytoplasmic autoantibodies (ANCA) are associated with a spectrum of necrotizing vasculitis including granulomatosis with polyangiitis, microscopic polyangiitis, eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis, and renal-limited necrotizing and crescentic glomerulonephritis. Clinical observations and in vitro and in vivo experimental evidence strongly indicate that ANCA are pathogenic.

Summary: The etiology and pathogenesis of ANCA-associated vasculitis (AAV) are multifactorial, with contributions from genetic factors, environmental exposures, infections, characteristics of the innate and adaptive immune system, and the intensity and duration of the injury. Acute vascular inflammation is induced when resting neutrophils that have ANCA autoantigens sequestered in cytoplasmic granules are exposed to priming factors – for example, cytokines induced by infection or phlogogenic factors released by complement activation – that cause the release of ANCA antigens on the surface of neutrophils and in the microenvironment around the neutrophils. ANCA bind to these ANCA antigens, which activates neutrophils by Fcy receptor engagement and F(ab’)2 binding at the neutrophil cell surface. ANCA-activated neutrophils release factors that activate the alternative complement pathway, which generates C5a, a chemoattractant for neutrophils; C5a also primes the arriving neutrophils for activation by ANCA. Activated neutrophils adhere to and penetrate vessel walls, and they release toxic oxygen radicals and destructive enzymes that cause apoptosis and necrosis of the neutrophils as well as of the adjacent vessel wall cells and matrix.
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Introduction

Antineutrophil cytoplasmic autoantibody (ANCA)-associated vasculitis (AAV) is a category of vasculitis and predominantly involves small vessels (arteries, arterioles, venules, and veins) in any organ of the body [1, 2]. AAV pathogenic mechanisms should explain the pathologic
and clinical manifestations of AAV. Pathologically, in the acute phase AAV is characterized by necrotizing vasculitis with infiltrating neutrophils and monocytes (fig. 1) [3]. Within days, the neutrophils undergo leukocytoclasis and disappear, to be replaced by mononuclear leukocytes including macrophages, monocytes, and T lymphocytes. Immunopathologically, AAV is characterized by the absence or a paucity of immunoglobulin deposition in vessel walls, which indicates that the pathogenesis of AAV is different from the pathogenesis of vasculitis, which has extensive vessel wall deposition of immunoglobulin, indicative of immune complex vasculitis or antiglomerular basement membrane disease [1]. AAV has different clinicopathologic phenotypes, including granulomatosis with polyangiitis (GPA; formerly known as Wegener’s granulomatosis), microscopic polyangiitis (MPA), eosinophilic GPA (EGPA; formerly known as Churg-Strauss syndrome), and renal-limited necrotizing and crescentic glomerulonephritis (NCGN) [1]. The approximately 10% of AAV patients who are ANCA negative have clinical and pathologic manifestations similar to those of ANCA-positive patients [4], and thus are likely to have a similar if not identical final pathogenic pathway leading to vasculitis.

The two major target antigens for ANCA in patients with vasculitis are myeloperoxidase (MPO) [5] and proteinase 3 (PR3) [6] in the granules of neutrophils and lysosomes of monocytes. Another autoantigen target that has been reported is lysosomal-associated membrane protein 2 (LAMP2) [7], but the frequency of this autoantibody in AAV is not fully understood [8]. The specificity of ANCA for MPO versus PR3 correlates with the spectrum of pathologic and clinical features that is most likely to be found in a given patient [9], with MPO-ANCA patients having more MPA features and PR3-ANCA patients having more GPA features. A genome-wide association study (GWAS) showed that genetic characteristics, including major histocompatibility complex traits, correlated better with ANCA autoantigen specificity than with different kinds of clinicopathologic expression of

---

**Fig. 1.** Pathology of AAV. **a, c** Acute leukocytoclastic angiitis in a patient with AAV (a) and a mouse with a model of AAV induced by the injection of anti-MPO IgG (c). In both a and c, a small vessel has mural and perivascular influx of leukocytes, including numerous neutrophils, some of which are undergoing leukocytoclasis. **b, d** NCGN in a patient with AAV (b) and in a mouse with a model of AAV induced by the injection of anti-MPO IgG (d). Note the fibrin in Bowman’s space (long arrows) and the cellular crescent (short arrows).
AAV (such as MPA vs. GPA) [10], which is not surprising given the link between the peptide specificity of human leukocyte antigen (HLA) molecules that present antigens and the resulting antigen specificity of T-cell receptors and immunoglobulin antigen-binding domains.

As with most autoimmune diseases, the etiology and pathogenesis of AAV are undoubtedly multifactorial, with contributions from genetic factors, environmental exposures, infections, characteristics of the innate and adaptive immune system, and the intensity and duration of the injury [11]. Among different patients, differing etiologic and synergistic factors may lead to AAV, which may influence the differences in clinicopathologic phenotypes among patients. The pathogenesis of AAV follows the general pattern of other autoimmune inflammatory diseases in that there is a beginning, in which the aberrant pathogenic autoimmune response is generated; an active injury phase, mediated by effector leukocytes that, in the case of AAV, are predominantly neutrophils, and a response-to-injury phase, which, in AAV, predominantly involves monocytes, macrophages, and T lymphocytes (fig. 2). If the acute injury is mild enough, it will resolve completely (e.g. complete disappearance of a purpuric rash); however, if full resolution is not possible, the outcome is often scarring, which may result in residual dysfunction (e.g. necrotizing glomerular injury leading to glomerular scarring with residual renal insufficiency and proteinuria). It is important to recognize that, based on observations in patients and animal models, patients with active AAV have ongoing asynchronous onsets of count-

Clinical Evidence Supporting the Pathogenicity of ANCA

A number of clinical observations support the pathogenicity of ANCA. Bansal and Tobin [12] reported a case of transplacental passage of MPO-ANCA from a mother with MPA to a neonate that resulted in neonatal pulmonary hemorrhage and renal disease within days after birth. This report provides direct clinical evidence for the pathogenic role of MPO-ANCA in humans; however, no additional examples of this phenomenon have been reported, and the delivery of a healthy newborn despite transplacental transfer of MPO-ANCA from a mother with MPA was described [13].
ANCA small vessel vasculitis is characterized by vascular inflammation that is highly correlated with the presence of ANCA in the circulation of patients. Either MPO-ANCA or PR3-ANCA are present in 90% of patients with GPA, MPA, EGPA, and renal-limited NCGN [4]. In general, high levels of ANCA are present in patients with active disease, and the titers fall during therapy; however, this is not an absolute correlation using current clinical assays for ANCA. Epitope-specific assays for ANCA that can identify autoantibodies which are particularly pathogenic may show a better correlation between ANCA titers and disease activity [14].

Another observation in humans that supports a pathogenic role of ANCA is the close association of development of ANCA disease with specific drug treatment, including propylthiouracil, minocycline, pimagedine, hydralazine, and levamisole-adulterated cocaine [15, 16]. Renal remission typically occurs in these patients after drug withdrawal, immunosuppressive treatment, and decline in ANCA [15–17].

Targeted therapies that reduce autoantibodies and deplete B cells are effective treatments in AAV, supporting a pathogenic role for ANCA. For example, patients who had undergone removal of circulating ANCA by plasma exchange had a lower risk for progression to end-stage renal disease at 1 year than patients who had not received a plasma exchange [18]. Further, depleting B cells – for example, with anti-CD20 antibodies – is effective in the induction of remission and maintenance of remission [19]. This beneficial effect of targeted antibody and B-cell treatments in AAV patients supports a pathogenic role for circulating ANCA.

**In vitro Evidence Supporting and Elucidating the Pathogenicity of ANCA**

Numerous in vitro studies have demonstrated that ANCA activate both neutrophils and monocytes. Incubation of MPO-ANCA or PR3-ANCA with normal human neutrophils that have been primed by proinflammatory stimuli such as tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α, bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS), or the complement anaphylatoxin C5a induces a respiratory burst that generates toxic oxygen free radicals and degranulation, which in turn release numerous destructive enzymes to cause injury to and death of cultured endothelial cells [20–30].

ANCA are predominantly IgG class autoantibodies that can engage Fcγ receptors (FcγR) [23] and can bind to ANCA antigens (such as MPO and PR3) at the surface of primed neutrophils [26], resulting in neutrophil activation [20]. Engagement of FcγR appears to be the major driver of activation. The priming of neutrophils causes autoantigen translocation to the surface of cells, so that F(ab’)2 of ANCA can interact with the autoantigens [26, 28]. Phosphorylation of p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase and the extracellular signal-regulated kinase are involved in neutrophil priming and activation, and blockade of mitogen-activated protein kinase prevents this priming and activation [27, 31, 32]. Simvastatin, a 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-coenzyme A inhibitor, is capable of inhibiting the ANCA-induced degranulation of neutrophils [33]. These in vitro finding support a pathogenic role for ANCA and also suggest potential novel therapeutic options for ANCA disease.

In addition to neutrophils, monocytes contain the ANCA antigens MPO and PR3, and can be activated in vitro by ANCA similarly to neutrophils, with a resultant production of proinflammatory cytokines including monocyte chemoattractant protein 1 (MCP-1, also known as CCL2) and IL-8 [34–36]. IL-8 can attract and activate neutrophils and thus could amplify neutrophil-mediated injury. MCP-1 attracts monocytes and macrophages and could participate in the transition of ANCA-induced vascular injury from predominantly neutrophil-rich inflammation to predominantly monocyte- and/or macrophage-rich inflammation, including granulomatous inflammation [36]. Monocytes are conspicuous at sites of ANCA vascular inflammation as early as the first 1 or 2 days, and there is evidence for systemic activation of monocytes in patients with active ANCA-associated disease [37–39].

**Animal Model Evidence Supporting and Elucidating the Pathogenicity of ANCA**

The most convincing evidence that autoantibodies with specificity for recognized ANCA autoantigens are pathogenic comes from animal models of AAV. Several animal models of disease caused by ANCA have been described [40]. The first described, and most extensively studied, is a mouse model developed by Xiao et al. [41]. MPO knockout mice were immunized with murine MPO to produce high titers of anti-murine MPO antibodies. Intravenous injection of the purified anti-MPO IgG into wild-type or immunodeficient Rag2−/− mice (lacking immune-competent B and T cells) induced pauci-immune NCGN and systemic small vessel vasculitis which closely mimic human ANCA disease (fig. 1) [41]. Depending on
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modulating factors such as infection or modification of innate immune capabilities, mice can be induced to have more or less pulmonary alveolar hemorrhagic capillaritis or necrotizing granulomatosis [unpubl. observations]. Thus, anti-MPO antibodies alone, in the absence of functional T cells, are sufficient to cause acute lesions virtually identical to human AAV. As will be discussed later, T cells are important in the initial induction and maturation of the autoimmune ANCA response, in the amplification of acute injury, and in the chronic response to acute injury.

Another mouse model was created by transplanting wild-type bone marrow cells with MPO into irradiated MPO knockout mice that had been immunized with murine MPO and had high titers of anti-MPO antibodies. Once the transplanted MPO-positive neutrophils appeared in the circulation, the mice developed glomerulonephritis, whereas control mice that received bone marrow cells from MPO knockout mice did not, demonstrating that induction of glomerulonephritis required both anti-MPO antibodies and MPO-positive neutrophils in the circulation [42].

A rat model has also been reported that supports a pathogenic role for ANCA [43, 44]. Rats immunized with human MPO develop anti-MPO antibodies that cross-react with rat MPO. These rats developed NCGN and pulmonary vasculitis.

No convincing models of PR3-AAV have been widely accepted, although several models have been proposed [45–48]. Because these models use mice, one possible explanation for the failure to produce a model of PR3-ANCA disease is that the low level of PR3 in circulating mouse neutrophils is not sufficient to mediate activation by anti-PR3 antibodies.

**Neutrophils as Effector Cells in AAV Pathogenesis**

Clinical evidence and in vitro studies suggest that neutrophils are important effector cells in the pathogenesis of human AAV. In renal biopsies from patients, activated neutrophils are present in affected glomeruli, and the number of activated intraglomerular neutrophils correlates with the severity of renal injury as reflected in serum creatinine levels [49]. In vitro, ANCA can activate cytokine-primed neutrophils, causing an oxidative burst, degranulation, release of inflammatory cytokines, and damage to endothelial cells [20–29].

To support the hypothesis that neutrophils are key effector cells in the pathogenesis of MPO-ANCA-mediated NCGN in the experimental model, wild-type mice were depleted of circulating neutrophils by injection of antineutrophil monoclonal antibody (NIMP-R14) and then injected with pathogenic anti-MPO IgG. These mice were completely protected from anti-MPO IgG-induced NCGN, while all control mice developed NCGN [50]. These experiments provide direct evidence that neutrophils play a major role in the pathogenesis of anti-MPO-induced NCGN in this animal model and implicate neutrophils in the induction of human ANCA disease. This raises the possibility that therapeutic strategies for reducing circulating neutrophils could be beneficial to patients with ANCA-induced NCGN. This finding does not exclude the possibility that monocytes contribute to lesion induction or progression, but, at least in this model, monocytes are not sufficient to cause the acute necrotizing lesions.

**Cytokines and Chemokines in AAV Pathogenesis**

Clinical and experimental evidence indicates that proinflammatory stimuli, for example induced by infections, can be a synergistic factor in the onset, recurrence, and exacerbation of AAV. AAV occurs and relapses more often in winter and spring, when there is a higher incidence of infections [51]. In vitro, anti-MPO IgG induces a respiratory burst of murine neutrophils more effectively after priming with proinflammatory stimuli such as TNF-α, LPS, or C5a [20, 30, 32, 52]. To test the synergistic effect of proinflammatory factors in the anti-MPO IgG-induced NCGN mouse model, wild-type mice were injected with bacterial LPS as a proinflammatory stimulus along with anti-MPO antibodies [52]. Compared to control mice that received anti-MPO without LPS, mice that receive anti-MPO and LPS developed more severe anti-MPO-induced NCGN and had increased levels of circulating TNF. Anti-TNF treatment attenuated the LPS-mediated aggravation of anti-MPO IgG-induced glomerulonephritis.

**Complement in ANCA Pathogenesis**

Until animal model experiments demonstrated a major role for complement in the pathogenesis of AAV, complement activation had not been suspected as a major pathogenic factor because of the relative paucity of complement component deposition at sites of vascular inflammation and glomerulonephritis in AAV compared to the more extensive localization of complement at sites of inflammation induced by recognized forms of immune
complex-mediated inflammation that were known to involve extensive complement activation. The mouse model of anti-MPO IgG-induced NCGN identified an unsuspected role of complement activation [53] that has subsequently been supported by observations in patients [54–59]. The NCGN induced by transfer of anti-MPO IgG into wild-type mice or anti-MPO splenocytes into immunodeficient (Rag2–/–) mice could be completely blocked by complement depletion using cobra venom factor [53]. This finding was confirmed by the failure of C5 knockout mice to develop NCGN after injection of anti-MPO antibodies. The role of specific complement activation pathways was investigated using mice with knockout of classic and lectin-binding pathway component C4 and alternative pathway component factor B. After injection of anti-MPO IgG, C4 knockout mice developed disease comparable to that in wild-type mice; however, factor B knockout mice developed no disease. These observations demonstrated that the alternative complement activation pathway plays a critical pathogenic role in ANCA-induced NCGN, and that the classic and lectin pathways are not required [53].

A number of subsequent observations in AAV patients support a role for complement activation in pathogenesis, including evidence for complement activation at tissue sites of vascular inflammation and detection of biomarkers for complement activation in plasma and urine [54–59]. For example, the complement membrane attack complex C3d and factor B are detected in the lesion sites of patients with AAV [54]. Clinical studies have reported that plasma levels of C3a, C5a, soluble C5b-9, and factor Bb were higher in active AAV than in AAV in remission [56]; that levels of plasma complement factor H, a regulator of the alternative complement activation pathway, were significantly lower in active AAV patients compared with AAV patients in remission and normal controls, and also that plasma factor H levels were inversely correlated with circulating levels of C3a, C5a, and Sc5b-9, and positively correlated with circulating levels of C3 [59].

Based on animal model studies [30, 53], the activation of C5 and engagement of C5a receptor (C5aR) on neutrophils should be critical events in the induction of ANCA disease. To test this hypothesis, mice deficient in C5aR were injected with anti-MPO IgG. Protection against anti-MPO-induced NCGN was observed in these mice [60]. Moreover, transgenic mice with mouse C5aR replaced by human C5aR (C5αR/CD88) that were treated with a small-molecule antagonist of human C5αR/CD88 (CCX168) showed a significant amelioration of anti-MPO-induced NCGN [60]. These observations demonstrate that C5a engagement of C5αR has a critical role in the pathogenesis, and that blockade of C5αR/CD88 might have a therapeutic benefit for patients with AAV and glomerulonephritis [60]. A clinical trial is currently underway to assess the safety and efficacy of CCX168 in patients with AAV.

The in vitro and in vivo studies summarized thus far in this review support the pathogenic sequence for the acute vascular lesion of AAV that is illustrated in figure 2 [61]. Beginning in the upper left of the illustration, resting neutrophils have the target ANCA autoantigen sequestered in cytoplasmic granules. Exposure to priming factors, for example cytokines induced by a synergistic infection or phlogogenic factors released by complement activation, causes priming of neutrophils with release of ANCA antigens (e.g. MPO and PR3) on the surface of the neutrophils and in the microenvironment around the neutrophils [20, 22, 52]. If ANCA are present in the plasma, they bind to ANCA antigens and activate neutrophils by FcγR engagement and F(ab′)2 binding at the neutrophil cell surface [23, 25, 26]. ANCA-activated neutrophils release factors that activate the alternative complement pathway [53, 60], which generates C5a, a chemoattractant for the accumulation of more neutrophils at the site of activation. C5a also primes the arriving neutrophils for activation by ANCA [30, 60]. The activated neutrophils adhere to and penetrate vessel walls, and they release toxic oxygen radicals and destructive enzymes that cause apoptosis and necrosis of the neutrophils as well as of the adjacent vessel wall cells and matrix (depicted at the right of fig. 3) [21, 22, 24, 29].

The same general pathogenic process could cause the initial lesion of the extravascular necrotizing granulomatosis of GPA and EGPA [11]. A synergistic proinflammatory condition, such as an infection or allergy, could attract primed neutrophils to the extravascular tissue. If ANCA are present in the extravascular interstitial fluid, the primed neutrophils would be activated by ANCA, which would initiate an inflammatory amplification loop causing a destructive necrotizing lesion. The acute injury would initiate a response to the injury by monocytes that transform into macrophages (including giant cells) and recruit T cells, which are the constituent cells of granulomatous inflammation.

**T Cells in ANCA Pathogenesis**

T cells are undoubtedly critically involved in the genesis of the ANCA autoimmune response, both through active B-cell help by T cells in order to induce a pathogenic autoantibody response with the production of IgG
subclass antibodies and through ineffective suppression of the autoimmune ANCA response by regulatory T cells [62]. Free et al. [63] have observed that AAV patients have both disruption of the suppressive regulatory T cell network as well as an increased frequency of a distinct pro-inflammatory effector T cell subset.

The research group of Kitchen and Holdsworth [64–67] have used a mouse model to study potential pathogenic roles for T cells in AAV. They induced glomerulonephritis by immunizing mice with human MPO, which induced B- and T-cell autoimmunity to mouse MPO. When these mice were given a dose of anti-glomerular basement membrane antibody that was not pathogenic in unimmunized control mice, neutrophils, CD4-positive cells, and macrophages accumulated in glomeruli and induced glomerulonephritis with crescents. They concluded that ANCA-activated neutrophils release factors that activate the alternative complement pathway, which generates C5a, a chemoattractant for neutrophils. C5a also primes the arriving neutrophils for activation by ANCA. Activated neutrophils adhere to and penetrate vessel walls, and they release toxic oxygen radicals and destructive enzymes that cause apoptosis and necrosis of the neutrophils as well as of the adjacent vessel wall cells and matrix. Modified from Jennette et al. [61] with permission.

**Genetic Association in AAV**

Patients with ANCA have a wide spectrum of NCGN severity and distribution of systemic vasculitis. For example, at the time of renal biopsy, 90% of patients have focal necrotizing glomerulonephritis when glomerular MPO deposition was induced either by passive transfer of MPO-ANCA and LPS or by planting the MPO epitope conjugated to a murine anti-glomerular basement membrane monoclonal antibody. They concluded that ANCA-activated neutrophils not only induce injury but also deposit MPO in glomeruli, allowing autoreactive anti-MPO CD4-positive T cells to participate in the induction of glomerular lesions [65]. The homology between the pathogenic human MPO B-cell epitope recognized by MPO-ANCA with the nephritogenic murine T-cell MPO epitope supports the relevance of this model to human disease.

The same research group also showed the importance of T cells in the pathogenesis of their model of AAV by blocking the induction of MPO autoimmunity by impairing central thymic T cells or peripheral regulatory T cells [66], or by inducing tolerance to the nephritogenic MPO peptide by nasal insufflation of the peptide [67].
crescents, ranging from crescents in 100% to <5% of glomeruli with an average of 50% [68]. Most patients have systemic vasculitis, but a minority has renal-limited disease. Patients with systemic disease may have an MPA, GPA, or EGPA phenotype [2]. This marked disease heterogeneity may be influenced at least in part by genetic factors, which is in accord with GWAS data showing an association between AAV and genetic factors [10]. A genetic influence also has been suggested by familial occurrences [69] and a greater frequency in first-degree relatives [70]. A US cohort study showed that GPA was more prevalent in Caucasians than Blacks [71]. In New Zealand cohorts in 2003, the 5-year GPA incidence among New Zealand Maori or Asians was approximately half that among New Zealand Europeans, whereas it was twice that among New Zealand Pacific Islanders [71]. The overall prevalence was 2 times higher among subjects of European ancestry than among non-Europeans in a French urban multiethnic population in 2000 [72]. These studies support a role for genetic factors in AAV pathogenesis.

The HLA genetic region has a ‘susceptibilizing’ and modulatory role in many autoimmune diseases, including AAV. A strong association of the HLA-DRB1*15 allele was found in PR3-ANCA disease, with a 73.3-fold higher risk in African-American patients in a small cohort of 32 African-American and 96 Caucasian patients, suggesting HLA-DRB1*15 alleles contribute to the pathogenesis of PR3-ANCA disease [73]. In a study genotyping the same area from 152 Chinese AAV patients, HLA-DRB1*1101 and DRB1*1202 were significantly more frequent in patients with MPA and GPA, respectively [74]. The strong association of AAV with a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in the HLA-DPB1 area was identified in two GWAS conducted by the European Vasculitis Genetic Consortium (EVGC) [10] and the Vasculitis Clinical Research Consortium (VCRC) [75]. The EVGC GWAS also showed the striking finding that the SNPs in the loci of HLA-DP, SERPINA1 (the gene encoding α1-antitrypsin, a major inhibitor of PR3), and PRTN3 (the gene encoding PR3) were strongly associated with PR3-ANCA, and that a SNP in HLA-DQ was more significantly associated with MPO-ANCA. These genetic associations were stronger for ANCA specificity than for AAV clinical syndromes, suggesting that PR3-AAV and MPO-AAV are genetically distinct autoimmune diseases [10]. The strong associations of PR3-ANCA and MPO-ANCA disease with distinct HLA molecules suggest that HLA-determined immune responses against PR3 and MPO have a central role in the pathogenesis of ANCA disease.

A mouse model of AAV also has demonstrated a marked influence of the genetic background on the susceptibility to and severity of NCGN induced by anti-MPO [76]. Intravenous injections of anti-MPO IgG induced glomerular crescents in >60% of glomeruli in 129S6/SvEv and CAST/EiJ mice, but in <1% of glomeruli in A/J, DBA/1J, DBA/2J, NOD/LtJ, and PWK/PhJ mice. C57BL6J, 129S1/SvImJ, LP/J, WSB/EiJ, NZO/HILtJ, and C3H mice showed an intermediate severity. Experiments using bone marrow chimeric mice and in vitro studies of neutrophil activation by anti-MPO IgG indicated that the severity of NCGN is mediated by genetically determined differences in the ability of neutrophils to be activated by anti-MPO. The absence of a dominant quantitative trait locus suggested that the observed differences in severity are the result of multiple gene interactions rather than a single gene effect [76].

Immunogenesis of the ANCA Autoimmune Response

As already reviewed, substantial evidence supports a pathogenic role for ANCA in AAV; however, the origin of the ANCA autoimmune response is less well understood. Several hypotheses have been proposed for the nature and origin of the autoantigens that induce the pathogenic ANCA response, including exposure to exogenous antigens such as infectious pathogens and drugs, endogenous autoantigens such as antisense peptides and peptides derived from alternatively spliced transcripts, or display of self-antigens along with adjuvant effects from apoptotic cells or neutrophil extracellular traps that are presenting the antigens. In fact, there may be multiple different mechanisms that can induce a pathogenic autoimmune response.

Several microbial agents such as Staphylococcus aureus [77] and Ross River virus [78] have been implicated in the pathogenesis of AAV. The molecular mimicry between bacterial and self-antigens has been proposed as a mechanism for the induction of pathogenic ANCA. Kain et al. [7] reported the presence of antibodies to LAMP2 in the circulation of AAV patients. The authors were able to induce glomerulonephritis in rabbits by injection of rabbit anti-human LAMP2 that cross-reacted with rat LAMP2. Human LAMP2 is located in neutrophils, endothelial cells, and other cell types, and the epitope that is recognized by ANCA has complete homology with FimH, a bacterial adhesion molecule. Rats immunized with FimH produced antibodies to rat and human LAMP2 and developed pauci-immune NCGN. These observations sug-
gest that infection with fimbriated bacteria bearing FimH may trigger cross-reactive autoimmune responses to LAMP2 and cause AAV. These observations could not be reproduced by another research group [8]. Most recently, another observation by Kim et al. [79] revealed that when C57BL/6 mice were immunized with a recombinant serine protease of *Saccharomonospora viridis*, which has >30% homology with human PR3, all mice produced high levels of autoantibodies to mouse PR3, which showed a cytoplasmic ANCA staining pattern on mouse neutrophils. More interestingly, some of those mice (40%) developed lung granulomas.

Another mechanism proposed for the genesis of pathogenic ANCA is the initiation of the autoimmune response by peptides that are complementary to the autoantigens [80]. In this study, patients with AAV due to PR3-ANCA were found to have not only circulating antibodies against PR3 peptides (anti-PR3) but also antibodies against antisense peptides. Specific memory T cells against a PR3 antisense peptide have also been found to have not only circulating antibodies against c-PR3 can induce anti-idiotypic anti-sense strand of the PR3 gene, respectively. The idiotypic [c-PR3] are encoded by the sense strand and the anti-idiotypic [complementary PR3 (c-PR3)] are encoded by the sense strand and the anti-sense strand of the PR3 gene, respectively. The idiotypic antibodies against c-PR3 can induce anti-idiotypic antibodies that react with the original PR3. The researchers also found that immunization of mice with c-PR3 triggered the production of anti-PR3 antibodies [80]. The initiation of anti-c-PR3 immune responses could be triggered by endogenous c-PR3 peptides or exogenous peptides that mimic the c-PR3 peptides, which could be derived from a microbe. Interestingly, c-PR3 has homology with multiple microbial peptides including peptides from *Ross River virus* and *S. aureus* that are associated with AAV [80, 82], raising the possibility that infections with microbes may cause the ANCA autoimmune response and AAV via the idiotypic mechanism and complementary molecular mimicry. This theory of an immune response against a peptide that is antisense or complementary to the autoantigen is supported by the observation that pathogenic antiglomerular basement membrane antibodies can be induced by injecting rats with a peptide that is complementary to the autoantigen glomerular basement membrane peptide [83].
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